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It is shown that photopian reactions are a good probe of the nuclear pion field for momenta 
characteristic of pion condensation. They are thus a direct detector of critical opalescence. Best 
conditions for experimental detection are discussed. 

l.~ INTRODUCTICH TO NUCLEAR CRITICAL OPALESCENCE 

Pion degrees of freedom are among the most exciting 
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Fia.l. The squares of the.Wl form factors for the 1 + 

(15,11 MPV} transition in C-.<a) and the ground state 
of C <b) according to ref.1 . The dashed and dot-da
shed curves represent pure 1 p shell and first order core 
polarization» The difference between the dot-dashed and 
full curves is the opalescence effect. 

topics in modern days nuclear physics and 
their introduction has already met impor
tant success. The exchange currents me
diated by the pion are now recognized as 
an essential ingredient for the under
standing of electromagnetic processes in 
few nucléon systems. Hare recently, the 
attention has focussed on the possible-
occurence of critical opalescence at the 
usual nuclear densities ' This pheno
menon consist" «ssentially in an enhance
ment of the virtual pion field in the 
nuclear medium which has its source in 
the attractive p-wave pion self-energy 
and takes place around some critical mo
mentum, typically,2 to 3 m r e . It has been 
shown recently ' that such an enhance
ment by a factor 4 to 5 would fce able to 
explain the Ml form factors of the tÇ_a\ 
and C nuclei where the (e,e') data 
display large deviations from standard 
calculations in precisely the critical 
momentum range {fig. 1) . Though an al
ternative explanation is not excluded, 
it would be highly desirable to find con
firmation from independent sources since 
the unexpected amplitude of the opales
cence effect might have important impli
cations for nuclear properties, especial
ly in what concerns pion condensation» 
Indeed at densities higher than that of 
nuclear matter the mechanism which pro
duces opalescence would lead to a phase 
transition to pion condensation : the lo
cal ordering of the nucleonic spins ef
fected by the pion field becomes the long 
range order of the condensate ' . 
Critical opalescence is a precursor at or
dinary laboratory conditions of the orde
red phase which can only be attained by 
compression as in heavy ion collisions. 
A definitive proof of its detection would 
thus present a twofold interest : first 
this phenomenon would be a spectacular ma
nifestation of pion degrees of freedom 
in nuclei and secondly it would give pre
cious informations on the characteristics 
of the up to now unobserved condensed 
phase. 



THE CHOICE OF1 A PROBE 

î .Cf uoioiuuHa w uie isoveccor magnetic xyps : nu, H I , ..»). in aacution ro ve.i 
which are the most natural way to explore, what is no thing, else than a magnetic ordei 
processes has been.prgpûsed : (p,p« J * , ( K , 2TI ) ' " ' , ( Tt ,2y ) " ' " ' and 1 
topion reactions ' < y , n. ) t { ft t y" > , (e, e'/t ), ( 71, e + e~). At the pres< 

It is clear that the experimental search should be conducted with a spin sensitive probe. The 
most direct test involves the excitation of nuclear transitions which have the pion quantum numbers 
(i.e. transitions of the isovector magnetic type : HO, Ml, . . . ) . In addition to (e.e1) reactions 
-'••-•-•-••---- - - . order, a variety of 

"! the various pho-
* present morrent only 

(e,ep ) data are available and as stressed above support an interpretation in favour of strong 
increase of the nuclear pion field (there exist actually protop.data, but in an energy region where 
the analysis might be ambiguous). However it was pointed out that magnetic electron scattering 
is not the most appropriate probe of the pion induced spin order. Indeed the photon coupling to the 
magnetization density is transverse (i.e. of the ffxq type) whereas the pion couples longitudinal
ly to the nucléon spin (coupling in èP.q"'). Hence the virtual photon can hardly explore the pola
rization effects produced by the pion and consequently the opalescence, except in small systems 
where there is some coupling between longitudinal and transverse spin components through the nucle
ar polarization {roughly speaking, the conversion photon-pion on fig.2 is effective in light nu
clei because the momenta q and q' can differ by an amount of the order of the inverse radius). 
In contrast the photon probes best the polarization generated by interactions coupling transver-

sally to the nucléon spin like the rho-meson exchange. 
One needs therefore a good control on the "transverse" 
core polarization before assigning anomalies in magnetic 
form factors to the pion field opalescence (see ref. where 
a mechanism was proposed to increase this transverse con
tribution and then reduce the amplitude of the opalescen
ce at the level.of a factorz to_3.i,this explanation 
would work for l C but not for C ) . It appears thus 
that transverse spin components which are measured by 
(e.e1) reactions arc not the most sensitive to pionic 
effects. A definite proof of nuclear critical opalescence 
implies that one probes the longitudinal component of the 
spin density which is a direct measure of the picn field 
as can be shown by PCAC arguments. It is essential to em-
phasi.?.:' that such measurements would bring entirely new 
information and not merely duplicate the electron scatte-
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pagator. longitudinal spin degree of freedom. 

Such a condition is met by the processes already mentionned. Among them photopion reactions 
stand as very good candidates. First the elementary nucléon amplitude is well understood and has 
been successfully applied to the description of the reaction on nuclei especially near threshold. 
Secondly, our present knowledge of the pion-nucleus interaction seems sufficient to guarantee 
one can control the distortion with reasonable accuracy. Anyway the expected opalescence is so 
large that some amount of model dependence would not be an essential drawback for at least a qua
litative interpretation of the data in favour of against critical opalescence. 

3.- THE PHOIOPRODUCriON CROSS-SBCTIOM FOR MAGNETIC TOAHSITIONS 

"~~~~-~~~~————^————^—^—_^ + 

I consider here specifically the case of pion photoproduction : *y(k) + N,-» Jt" (q) + N_ 
and its inverse the radiative capture. The same description might be easily extended to pion 
electroproduction (e,e' TO ) and its inverse ( 7t, e e ) where the virtual character of the 
photon brings in an extra degree of freedom and the more flexible kinematics allow in princi
ple the independent determination of various pieces of the amplitude ; these reactions deserve 
future study with particular emphasis on the wellknown possibility to increase the weight of the 
pion pole contribution which is of primary interest for our purpose. 

As my aim is simply to show qualitatively that pion photoreactions do provide direct mea
sure of the virtual pion field in nuclei, the calculation presented here is performed with pla
ne waves. As a result the quoted numbers are only given for illustration and should not be 6ta«. 
ken at their face value. A oped description of the elementary nucléon amplitude is knewr * 
to be possible from threshold to the 3-3 resonance region with the pseudovector Born terms and the 
excitation of the A-resonance (fig. 3), In a static approxiination which is sufficient here, the 
following simple form is obtained : 



where e_f = 4ii/£j« « € is the photon polarization vector, CJ the pion energy, H and m^ 
nucléon and pion masses, a K («2.15 m,t ) and Tthe nosition and width of the free A (the vê 
r has been taken from the parametrization of ref. '• "" •"*•* "" •a™**- *•*— *™«™-*™. » 
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and K denote the isovector and iso-
scalar magnetic moments of the nucléons, in eq. (1) the.cpupling constants of the A have been as
sumed to follow the fC3ling law proposed by Chew et al l l ' and were not found to deviate sensibly 
from the fit of ref»l '. The various terms in the amplitude arise from the contact gauge term 

(first inside the brackets and fig.3a), the 
pion pole (2nd, fig.3b), the A (3rd and 
last, fig. 3c) and nucléon poles (last, 
fig. 3d,e) ; the nucléon poles generate also 
small isoscalar contributions which produce 
a difference between the U and lC cross-
sections. It is convenient to separate the 
longitudinal and transverse degrees of free
dom by using the identity (?•= cr.\ t-(oVfc)xt. 
where ^ is a unit vector in the^direction 
of the momentum transfer "t = K - q. The 
amplitude takes then the form : 

V = *ie,frfi i*\tPiX tX +[$ C? « t) 

3 The five terms in the photoproduction 
amplitude. 

with 

t u <• 
(note that the form of this expression is the most general one can write in the static limit). 
Our main interest is in coefficient A which is seen to come from three sources ; the gauge term, 
the pion pole and the ^-excitation which becomes very important in the resonance region. 

For a nuclear transition of a given multipolarity J one can define longitudinal and trans
verse multipoles of and 6** : 

13Z *g * (tff (r^'^vlTi ( H W ) and « ^ ^ « f f ^ - j T * * * * ) „ith theusual 
reduced matrix elements 

(the function v (t ) is a nucléon from factor). Hultipoles of the charge type <? are defined ana
logously with the spin operator replaced by unity. They play a role only for transitions which 
are not of pure magnetic character (CO + HI for instance ; note that due to the fact that a nega
tive parity pion is produced, the character of the nuclear transition does not coincide with the 
photon nultipolarity). The PHBA differential cross-section is then written (with approximate kine-
matical factors) : 
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Kfp*tojLi*.y i c c t t / ] 
where o and 0^are respectively the scattering angle and the angle between the polarization < * ,Ê) 
and scattering (K,q) planes. Changing the phase space3and flux factor g/k into k/q one gets the ex
pression for radiative capture. As described in ref. , the nuclear polarization effects and in par
ticular the pionj field opalescence are accounted for by replacing the spin multipoles by effective 
ones Sij, and X t which obey coupled integral equations with kernels governed by the various com
ponents tfrt.^Lft. •••of the polarization Cfiq- 4). It is seen on equ. (4 J that the strong enhance

ment predicted for the lon
gitudinal multipoles Z.Ë. 
(and hence the pion field) 
will appear most clearly a-
round 90*. The 9 dependence 
of the cross-section can be 
exploited to discriminate 

a'+p. , among the various contribu-
AÇ-HXj) tions. For instance the trAiw-

£ 1 verse part can be separated 
I J and used to check the dis-
\s<Xtt tortion calculation since 

one has already information 
from <e,e' ) data. 
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Fig. 4 : The integral equations for the effective spin nultipoles. 
The wavy lines represent the interactions coupling lon
gitudinally tshort range Higdal term g 1 + it exchange) or 
transversally (g* + p exchange) to the nucléon spin. 

4.- CRITICAL OPALESCENCE AM> PH0TOPR00UCTIOW ON P-SHELL NUCLEI 

As examples of the sortgf Dehaviquc-which is to be expected frem critical opalescence, the cross 
sections for the reactions W C (y, 7 C + ) " B <g.s.) and1 c{ ït ,y TTl (g.s.) with unpolarized photons 
are presented on figs.5 and 6 (full curves). Both are essentially of HI character (with a small CO 
component for the second one) and-the magnetic form factors of the analog transitions (15.11 MeV sta
te for C and ground state for C) are precisely those which suggested the possibility of strong 
opalescence effects. The computation has been made with the same input which permitted a successful 
interpretation of the magnetic data I in particular with the low value g 1 a .39 for the Migdal 
parameter). The needed pion energy is at least 50 MeV to reach the critical range of mometum trans
fer. Values of 70 and 140 MeV (i.e. practically at resonanceJhave been chosen here. The opalescen
ce behaviour is apparent as a bump centered near 90". For comparison the long-dashed curves show 
a calculation with Cohen-Kurath wave functions : the nuclear polarization effects produce a large 
enhancement which attains easily one. order of magnitude in the critical angular range in contrast 
with moderate modifications at forward angles. Transverse and longitudinal spin contributions (in
cluding a small CO admixture in the latter for the c case) have been separated on the figure, it 
is clear that in a large angular window one measures mainly the longitudinal component, which pro
ves the assertion that photopion reactions provide essentially new information on the nuclear spin 
densities and actually probe the pion field. Though the amplitude of the picnic opalescence is 
about the same in C and C , the increase of the cross section is bigger in the first case. 
This is due to the Cohen-Kurath transverse contribution which is sensibly smaller for a 
Pi/9-»Pit transition C^C) than for a P L - * P L ( C ) (the same features appear for tt P3/2-"G* V * >^-lfc 
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. 12^ A Fig. 5. The angular distribution for the reaction " c ( y , it* r*B (g.s.J at pion energies of 70 «eV 
(left) and 140 MeV (right). Opalescence effects are displayed by the full curves whereas the long-
dashed curves represent a standard lp shell calculation. Longitudinal and transverse spin contribu
tions (labels L and T) are given by the short-dashed (Cohen-Kurath) and dot-dashed curves (full cal
culation). 

6, Same caption as fig.5 for the reaction C ( Tt' 
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transition H -*• "o (g.s.H. It is important to notice that the effects are particularly specta
cular in the resonance region where the weight of the longitudinal contribution is larger as can 
be seen on the coefficient A in equ. (2). 

One should keep in mind that these results obtained in PWBA should be taken only as a qualita
tive indications. The pion distortion will certainly produce a smearing of the opalescent enhance
ment together with some alteration of the magnitude of the cross-Sections. These modifications will 
probably be moderate at 70 MeV but a strong reduction due to absorption is to be expected in the 
resonance region. Furthermore at the energies we consider one should treat properly A propagation 
in the nucleus and include.ganv-jbody modifications of the resonance width and position in the ele
mentary amplitude itself ~ . A source of correction which is connected to this problem is the 
possibility of a virtual pion charge exchange following (or preceding) coherent n-° photoproduc
tion ( or radiative capture). One should also take care to maintain consistency of the medium cor
rections with gauge invariance. This whole program is under active investigation. In view of the ma
gnitude of the predicted phenomena it seems that it will not be too difficult to keep the un
certainties at an acceptable level. 

5.- SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS FOR DETECTION OP PION FIELD OPALESCENCE 

From an experimental point of view, the measurement is rather delicate since one needs a 
very exclusive experiment. The nuclear transition should be selected of the magnetic type without 
mixing with higher charge multipolarities which might dominate the cross-section at the trans
fer we consider. The resolution must be good enough to allow the separation from the neighbou
ring levels. This restricts the possibilities to rather light nuclei where in turn only the lowest 
multipolarities of the pion field undergo important enhancements (a factor 2 only for a M3 tran
sition v» 4 to 5 for a Ml). The differential cross-section should be measured at angles covering 
at least part of the interesting momentum range. It would be preferable to take control points 
at forward angles where polarization effects arey&oderate. Up to now there have been no measure
ment of this type except at lower momenta. The c case seems particularly difficult though it is 
very spectacular, because the cross section is small and a has a.2level at -95 MeV. The resolu
tion requirement is less severe and the cross-section higher for C (an even better case is met 
with N). Though theoretical work is still preliminary , it might also be interesting to 
explore higher excitations like the giant resonance where important M2 strength is visible or even 
the quasi-free region. Many experiments seem feasible now or in a near future, it is therefore 
reasonable to hope that photopion reactions will soon be used to probe the nuclear pion field and 
give a definitive answer about critical opalescence in nuclei. 

It is a pleasure to acknowledge stimulating discussions with J.Deutsch, N.Ericson, 
A.Figureau, P.TruSl and W.Weise. 
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